Electrons in surface states above bulk superfluid helium form the simplest conducting system known experimentally [1] . They interact strongly and, at low temperatures, form a classical two-dimensional (2D) electron solid, the Wigner crystal. This was first detected [2] from the onset of coupled-plasmon ripplon (CPR) mode resonances [3] below the transition temperature T m , which occurs at a value of the plasma parameter G m 127 6 3 (the ratio of the potential and kinetic energies) [4, 5] . These modes arise from interactions between the electrons and ripplons which have been considered to produce a coherent deformation, or dimple, in the helium surface beneath each electron [5, 6] . This crystal has been particularly important for the study of 2D melting and the KosterlitzThouless transition [4] , though the exact nature of the melting transition in 2D systems and even the order of the transition is still controversial [7] . Ryzkov and Tareyeva [8] have recently considered the interaction potentials for which melting should involve two continuous transitions from the solid to the fluid via the hexatic phase, as previously proposed [4] . In zero magnetic field the crystal is an excellent conductor, with an electron mobility m as high as 800 m 2 ͞V s for an electron density of 1.05 3 10 12 m 22 [9] . Until recently, little was known about the magnetoconductivity s xx ͑B͒ s͑B͒ in a magnetic field B. Giannetta and Wilen [10] found hysteresis in the solid phase in a magnetic field which they interpreted as shear induced melting in crossed electric and magnetic fields. Shirahama and Kono [11] have further studied this hysteresis in the magnetoconductivity in the solid and interpret it as a dynamical transition in which the electrons collectively slide out of the periodic deformation of the He surface about some threshold value of the excitation voltage to form a solid without CPR modes. Below the threshold, s͑B͒ is also nonlinear and has a distinctive field dependence 1͞s͑B͒~B [11, 12] in contrast to the Drude behavior 1͞s͑B͒~B 2 observed in the fluid phase [13] . We now present new measurements of s͑B͒ in the 2D Wigner crystal on helium in the low drive region below the threshold. We find that, as the excitation increases, the Hall drift velocity in the crossed electric and magnetic fields approaches a limiting value close to the ripplon velocity at the first reciprocal lattice vector of the crystal. This leads to the nonlinear magnetoconductivity with excitation voltage and the frequency and field dependences found experimentally. Above the threshold in the solid, the Hall velocity increases sharply. Nonlinear behavior is also a crucial feature of the metal-insulator transition in the 2D electrons in GaAs͞AlGaAs heterostructures, which has usually been attributed to the formation of a pinned Wigner crystal, but may actually be a percolation metalinsulator transition [14] . The classical 2D electron solid on helium is the clearest experimental example of a 2D Coulomb solid.
The magnetoconductivity of 2D electrons above superfluid helium was measured using a Corbino disk a distance d (typically 100 mm) beneath the helium surface [13] as shown in Fig. 1 . A central electrode A (radius r 1 1.2 mm) is surrounded by a ring E (outer radius r 3 1.4 mm) which separates the receiving electrodes B1, B2, and B3 (outer radius r 2 2.0 mm). Around these is a planar guard G. The electrode separation is 10 mm. Free electrons were held in place by dc potentials on electrodes A, B, and E (ground), the guard electrode G ͑2ye͒ and a top plate ͑2ye͒ at h 1.6 mm above the electrodes. The electron density n was determined from the 2ye dc bias voltage on electrode E required to cut off the ac current between electrodes A and B. An ac voltage V 0 from 1 to 500 mV rms at a frequency f v͞2p between 1 and 50 kHz was applied to electrode A and the ac currents I to the electrodes B were measured. For a perfect conductor the phase of the capacitively coupled current I is p͞2 with respect to V 0 . The phase shift f͑B͒ away from p͞2 in a perpendicular magnetic field is proportional to 1͞s͑B͒ for f # 0.3 rad [15] , while for larger phase shifts the theoretical response function was used to evaluate 1͞s from f.
The magnetoconductivity was measured as a function of temperature, excitation voltage, frequency, and magnetic field for a range of electron densities in the fluid and solid phases. The temperature dependence of 1͞s͑B͒ in a perpendicular magnetic field B 0.2 T for a drive of 10 mV is shown in Fig. 1 26 n 1͞2 K where´ ͑1 1´͒͞2 [5] , below which the conductivity is almost independent of temperature.
In the fluid phase, only a small nonlinearity is found as s͑B͒ decreases quadratically with drive voltage (by #20% for V 0 # 100 mV), which may be due to hotelectron effects [16] . However, the behavior in the solid phase is strikingly different as shown in Fig. 2 where s͑B͒ is plotted versus V 0 at 0.06 K for B 0.2 T for a measurement frequency of 4 kHz for several electron density. At low voltages, the magnetoconductivity s͑B͒ increases almost linearly up to a threshold voltage V c where it decreases rapidly. No hysteresis was observed, in contrast to Shirahama and Kono [11] .
This nonlinearity strongly depends on the measurement frequency used and on the magnetic field as shown in Fig. 3 , where s͑B͒ is plotted for several frequencies in a fixed magnetic field and in Fig. 4 for several fields at a fixed frequency. The general features are the same in each case but the rate of increase of s͑B͒ with drive voltage increases for higher frequencies and lower magnetic fields.
The consequences of these measurements are quite remarkable. The excitation voltage is capacitively coupled and, for small phase shifts, this corresponds to a current
J x~V0 , the electric field E x would be independent of V 0 . A simple explanation is suggested from the motion of electrons in crossed electric and magnetic fields. The cyclotron orbits acquire a drift velocity y x along the electric field but also move at right angles to it with a Hall velocity y H E x ͞B (for both classical and quantum orbits if v c t . . 1, where t is the scattering time; these experiments are close to the quantum regionhv c ͞kT 1.344B͞T . 1). Hence
We can therefore calculate the experimental rms value of y H CfV 0 ͞s͑B͒Bd as shown in Fig. 5 for the data from the Hall velocity increases rapidly. For linear conduction s͑B͒ would be independent of V 0 while y H would be proportional to V 0 .
These critical velocities suggests the underlying physics. The shallow dimple beneath each electron can be expanded as a Fourier series in the reciprocal lattice vectors G 2 p pG 2 1 of the crystal [3, 5, 6] for p 1, 3, 4, 7, 9, etc. with G 1 2p͑2͞ p 3 ͒ 1͞2 n 1͞2 . As the electrons and dimples are driven at a velocity y ഠ y H , the helium surface will oscillate at frequencies v p G p ? y. This will give a resonant response as v p approaches the frequencies of the ripplon modes V p ͑a͞r͒ 1͞2 G
3͞2
p at the reciprocal lattice vectors, where a is the surface tension and r the density of the helium. In a field B the coupled magnetoplasmon-ripplon (CPR) modes [5, 17] should be at much higher frequencies than V 1 . This resonance will give a drive dependent drag term in the equation of motion which will increase rapidly as v 1 approaches V 1 and puts an upper limit on the Hall velocity equal to the phase velocity y 1 ͑aG 1 ͞r͒ 1͞2 of the ripplons with wave Another consequence of Eq. (1) is that 1͞s͑B͒ should increase linearly with magnetic field in the solid if the Hall velocity is limited by the ripplon velocity. In the fluid phase in low magnetic fields, B # 0.3 T, the magnetoconductivity follows the Drude result
where s 0 nem is the zero-field conductivity, even though mB . . 1 [12] . This behavior is due to manyelectron effects: the fluctuating internal electric fields E f in the electron fluid produce an energy uncertainty eE f L where L is the de Broglie wavelength, the classical cyclotron radius or the magnetic length. Forhv c , eE f L (v c eB͞m is the cyclotron frequency), or B , B 0 , an onset field for magnetoresistance, the Landau levels are smeared out and the Drude model applies [13] . The behavior in the solid phase is quite different, with 1͞s͑B͒~B with a gradient which is drive dependent as shown in Fig. 6 for drive levels of 10, 15, and 30 mV rms. Equation (1) suggests that, in nonlinear region, s͑B͒ should scale as 1͞B, as found experimentally [18] . A closely related model has been given for the critical drift velocity in the quantum Hall regime in a 2D electron gas in semiconducting GaAs͞AlGaAs heterostructures [19] using the concept of Landau critical velocity. In the frame of the reference of the drifting electrons (velocity y) the change in energy of the ripplons (phonons in GaAs) due to the creation of an excitation´͑p͒ of momentum p is DE ´͑p͒ 1 y ? p. If jyj .´͑p͒͞p y f , the excitation phase velocity DE , 0 and spontaneous emission of ripplons can occur. For the 2D electron crystal, this will be amplified for coherent ripplons at the reciprocal lattice vectors with y f y 1 for G 1 .
These ideas also demonstrate another aspect of the dynamical transition observed by Shirahama and Kono [11] . As the Hall velocity increases, there will come a point where the electron breaks loose from its dimple, which then disappears for y H . y 1 , as originally suggested by Fisher et al. [3] in the first discussion of CPR modes. The third harmonic current increased sharply above the threshold voltage indicating an abrupt mobility change during each cycle.
The effects of electron heating must also be considered. Glattli et al. [20] measured the thermal time constant (11 ms at 0.1 K) and the heat capacity (1.2k B per electron at 0.1 K) for n 1.02 3 10 12 m 22 in the solid phase (for B 0) and hence we can estimate the temperature differential DT between the electrons and the helium. For the data shown in Fig. 2 the total power input to the electron solid was 4 3 10 214 W giving DT 0.002 K at V 0 10 mV. Below the threshold voltage, heating effects,~J 2 ͞s, are relatively small. We have presented measurements of the nonlinear magnetoconductivity s͑B͒ with excitation voltage and the frequency dependence and the magnetic-field dependence in a classical 2D Wigner electron crystal on superfluid helium. All these features are most unusual but we have shown how they can be simply related by assuming that the Hall velocity y H is limited to the ripplon velocity y 1 at the first reciprocal lattice vector. Above a ripplon barrier at y H y 1 the magnetoconductivity decreases rapidly.
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